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spreading the faith: the propaganda of the british union ... - mosley further explained his beliefs and
reasons for his fascist philosophy in his lecture to the english-speaking union on 22 march 1933 (mosley 1935).
this lecture is an account of the beliefs and aims which formed his intellectual background. papers of sir
oswald mosley, principally deposited by lady ... - papers of sir oswald mosley, including some papers of
his second wife, lady diana mosley (formerly guinness, née mitford). the papers largely cover the post-war
period from the 1940s-1980s, although a small amount of earlier material can be found in the collection. for
the majority of surviving earlier papers of sir oswald mosley covering the 1920s-1940s, please consult the
catalogue of ... university of sheffield library. special collections and ... - 7 mosley, oswald. “british
union” for british race: 10 points of fascist and national socialist policy. the b. u. f. publications, ltd., london.
purifying the nation: british neo-fascist ideas on ... - um publications continued, however, to reflect
uncritically mosley’s core message in the alternative and pointed to how britons could find a ‘kindred spirit’ in
wider european aesthetic achievement, such as painting, music and architecture. the battle cable street tuc - for cable street, which would see the east enders rise to stop oswald mosley and his blackshirts from
marching through an area highly populated by jews, would be over by night time. 6 the esoteric ideology of
the national front in the 1980s - like mosley's union movement, had failed to attract significant and
sustained electoral support in spite of potentially helpful issues, most notably primary immigration and
growing social problems which had begun to emerge in some urban areas by the late 1950s. indeed, sir oswald
mosley had retired from politics shortly before the nf was formed, believing that it was impossible for a radical
... racial fascism in britain - kingston university - wealthy aristocrat and former member of parliament sir
oswald mosley (1896-1980). in his fervent desire to be the main ‘modern man’ of post-1918 british politics,
mosley had already carved out a rather turbulent political career path. 5ha03 3c msc 20170817 qualificationsarson - this was encouraged by oswald mosley and ‘teddy boys’... award top of level to
candidates who identify the purpose of the representation using detail from both content and own knowledge
lgbtq resource guide - a leading global university - feelings about oswald mosley. ponsonby, sarah (see
also butler, eleanor) note from lady eleanor butler and miss sarah ponsonby [of llangollen] concerning
payment for books to lackington, allen & co., written by sarah ponsonby, 1812. finding number: bu/5 radclyffe
hall, marguerite typescript copies of love letters and telegrams written by radclyffe hall to evguenia souline, a
russian emigre ...
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